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Dear Possibilitators,

Three amazing things are happening:

1. Archearchy Teamwork Cultures have started in the WhatsApp groups for
online Rage Clubs, Fear Clubs, Study Groups, and Possibility Teams.
Participants take a Stand to differentiate between Feelings and Emotions each
time they occur in their everyday life. 

When Feelings come up, the intelligence and energy is used as
Conscious Feelings of anger, sadness, fear, and joy, and then they vanish
as an experience in your 5 bodies.
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When Emotions come up, at first they feel like anger, sadness, fear, or
joy, but they stay in your 5 bodies as an experience longer than 3 minutes,
and they have other purposes…

Feelings are for handling things. Emotions are for healing things.

In the WhatsApp groups, participants make the agreement that WHENEVER
someone experiences an Emotion, they choose any two other members of their
Team and immediately have a call where they go through the Emotional Healing
Process together, usually taking 10 to 30 minutes. This is working fantastically
for people all around the world!

Providing Emotional Healing Processes for each other builds up valuable skills
which can also offered to others. Participants are actually moving into
authentic Adulthood and Presence!
Here are related links for you:
http://possibilityteam.org
http://rageclub.org
http://studygroup.mystrikingly.com
http://fearclub.mystrikingly.com (still being built)
http://process.mystrikingly.com (full of distinctions and support for how to deliver
emotional healing processes)
 
2. A new book has just been published that features Possibility
Management! The book is titled: A Transformative Edge: knowledge, inspiration

and experiences for educators of adults, edited by Ursel Biester and Marilyn
Mehlmann, and containing contributions from 40 edgeworkers including Robert
Gilman from http://context.org, Daniel Christain Wahl, author of Building

Regenerative Communities, and our own Clinton Callahan!

The book was funded by Erasmus so you can download a English copy for free
at: http://www.hostingtransformation.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/A-
Transformative-Edge-final-v13.pdf Or view the website at the Hosting
Transformation website here: http://www.hostingtransformation.eu/a-
transformative-edge/

Please share the wealth of distinctions, practical ideas, and resource links in this
book with every edgeworker you know! They will feel glad! To buy a hard copy of
the book, the ISBN number is 978-3-9822033-0-0.
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There are several online events about the results of this book-writing project. If
you would like to attend one, check out the invitations:

20th June, in German, by Akademie für
Visionautik: https://tinyurl.com/ybhf6d3v "Lebendiges Transformatives
Lernen" (starting 3pm)

26th June, in English, by Neza Krek: https://nezakrek-com-meaningful-
meetings.ck.page/d0cb168194 "Riding Complexity in times of

Transformation"
18th July, in English, by Akademie für

Visionautik: https://tinyurl.com/ya8kvtn7 "Transformative Learning - live!
18th August, in Swedish, by Legacy17: Om transformativt

lärande, secretariat@legacy17.org

 
3. Tomorrow 6 July 2020 Stage 4 of the free online Conflict Transformation
Summit opens: called Seeding The Future. Nuno da Silva has interviewed
Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan for an ecstatic and collaborative
90 minutes. It becomes available tomorrow.

In addition, Anne-Chloé and Clinton offer a free live workshop called Upgrading

Your Communication Paradigm on Thursday 9 July 2020 from 18:00-20:00
Germany time (GMT+2). To view the interview or participate in the Workshop
you would need to register for the free Conflict Transformation Summit at:
https://www.conflicttransformationsummit.org/. To register to the workshop,
contact Anne-Chloé at annechloe.destremau@gmail.com.

You can also re-watch (links below) the two previous live workshops delivered by
Possibilitators: Inner Navigating The Falling Apart delivered by Vera Luisa
Franco and Habet Ogbamichael, and Conflict Alchemy delivered Anne-Chloé
Destremau and Vera Luisa Franco.

All the best from Your Possibility News Team!

PROCESS: A Process is a facilitated healing or transformational change experience that has a start, a
middle, and an end.
A typical Process will last from 30 to 120 minutes.

This website provides hands-on nuts-and-bolts hints and procedures for navigating successful
emotional healing processes as a Possibility Coach.
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Almost always a Process will involve the experience and expression of
Feelings or Emotions because in Possibility Management it is
understood that if there is no Liquid State (in any of the 5 Bodies) then
there is no change.

http://process.mystrikingly.com/

RE-WATCH: INNER NAVIGATING THE FALLING APART with Vera
Franco and Habet Ogbamichael

It's obvious but often overlooked that between one condition and
another - hopefully better - condition, there is a stage when there
is no condition. It is the in-between state. Actually being in the in-
between state can feel groundless. In fact, it is groundless. You
can think of it as a ‘Liquid State’, a very accurate term if you notice
the tears coming out of your eyes and the lack of a solid
foundation to stand on.

Making good use of the Liquid State involves new skills, just like
swimming is different from walking. In this case, the new skills
include lowering your Numbness Bar, experiencing low-level feelings, clearly distinguishing one feeling
from the other, and sensing the difference between feelings and emotions.

This 2-hour session is a feet-on-the-ground, hands-on-your-heart, and sounds-through-lips guided
experience after which you will have new maps in your body for navigating the Liquid State.

RE-WATCH: CONFLICT ALCHEMY with Anne-Chloé Destremau and
Vera Franco

Subtle conflicts are more abundant than most people think.

Each conflict is a doorway to a new possibility of co-creating if you
approach it as a Conflict Alchemist.

This clear space of practice empowers you with 5 nonlinear Conflict
Alchemy tools for use in everyday life.

CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION SUMMIT:
A world in which conflicts are used as transformational gateways is possible. We have seen that individuals
and societies are able to overcome conflicts about our identities, relationships or structures if we nurture ways
of seeing and being with conflicts that make use of upgraded human thoughtware.
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We already see enough people applying understanding and abilities to
navigating conflicts so that they manifest their precious underlying
essence. There is a rapidly growing movement towards healthier and
more  regenerative cultures such as Next Culture, Archearchy.

This summit's journey invites you to set your feet on the ground in the
new territory, fall apart, nurture the soils from which life emerges, seed
the future with newly acquired skills and bring people with you along
emerging pathways.

A TRANSFORMATIVE EDGE

Forty collaborating edgeworkers reveal their hard-earned secret tools
and processes for navigating individuals and organizations along a
transformational path.

This free-to-download online book is a treasure chest rich with 
practical resources to experiment with. You may be surprised at how
easily seemingly impossible situations turn into doorways for a bright
future together.

DOORWAYS INTO POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT GAMEWORLD

Possibility Management Website

Possibility Managers

Possibility Management Page

Possibility Management Group
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You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind.
You can change your mind about anything, even about receiving this email.

If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.
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